INTRODUCTION {#sec0005}
============

For many, driving is crucial for having an independent life, and this applies to the aging population. Studies have shown that, considering driven mileage, older adults "have a higher risk of crash involvement than middle-age drivers" \[[@ref001]\], making it important to examine and understand older drivers' fitness to drive. Additionally, older drivers' frailty can increase the likelihood of death due to collisions \[[@ref001]\]. In 2017 alone, there were more than 7,600 fatalities and more than 210,000 injuries due to traffic related collisions among people 65 years old and older in the United States \[[@ref003]\]. Older drivers self-regulate their driving, by changing or restricting their driving \[[@ref004]\]. However, the overall driving mileage of drivers 65 years old and older has been increasing \[[@ref008]\]. Since driving exposure directly impacts driving safety outcome, it is important to investigate driving safety performance normalized to driving exposure.

In the United States alone, there are more than 5 million people with Alzheimer's disease, and with the aging population the prevalence of cognitive impairment is increasing \[[@ref010]\]. Cognitive impairment is one of the potential changes that impact safe driving in older drivers which can lead to less safe driving performance \[[@ref011]\].

Studies have used different methods for examining older adults and cognitively impaired drivers including evaluation of their driving performance (usually considered as drivers' ability and typically examined using a driving simulator or road test), or driving behavior (drivers' actual choices and behaviors while driving, typically examined using more naturalistic driving methods) or driving safety history outcomes (safety record review, driving cessation, and postmortem examination) \[[@ref011]\]. Different methods used for investigation of driving are necessary for a comprehensive understanding of performance and outcome of driving. A robust method for examining drivers' performance is naturalistic driving which provides a unique opportunity to examine driving performance of drivers in their daily driving activities over a long period of time. In naturalistic driving studies, recording devices are installed in participants' vehicles, and their daily driving performance is recorded and examined \[[@ref016]\].

The most direct measure of driving safety is road collisions; however, the rare nature of collisions make them difficult to use as the only measure for examining drivers' safe performance, even for naturalistic driving studies that record weeks or months of driving. Consequently, recent studies have begun using near collisions as a surrogate measure for collisions and as a predictor of unsafe driving outcomes \[[@ref021]\].

Evaluating drivers' naturalistic recordings is demanding work, with hundreds or thousands of hours of driving data to analyze. Past studies have shown that, by extracting unsafe-behavior-prone situations (such as rapid stops, lane deviations, turns, and intersections), an automated data reduction method can be used to make the review of driving videos practical and possible \[[@ref023]\]. This method was used in our previous study on cognitively impaired and healthy older adult drivers and revealed risky behaviors that were highly associated with cognitive status \[[@ref013]\].

This study focuses on near-collision events, made by both cognitively impaired and healthy older adult drivers, which were confirmed in the manual review of naturalistic driving. We compared driving safety in these groups based on near-collisions controlling for driving exposure. It was predicted that cognitively impaired drivers would demonstrate worse driving performance compared to control group drivers.

METHODS {#sec0010}
=======

Data used were from a larger study \[[@ref026]\] investigating the driving performance of cognitively impaired and healthy older adult participants. Only participants who did not have at-fault collision over the past year were enrolled in that study, as suggested in guidelines on older cognitively impaired drivers \[[@ref027]\].

There were 44 older adult participants \[21 male and 23 female, Mean age (SD) = 75.1 (6.7), MMSE (Mini-Mental State Exam) (SD) = 25.5 (2.5)\] diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or mild Alzheimer's disease and 19 healthy older adults (relatives of the patient group) without any cognitive or visual impairment \[6 male and 13 female, Mean age (SD) = 72.5 (7.8), MMSE (SD) = 29.3 (0.8)\] as control group participants. The severity of dementia was rated using the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) scale \[[@ref028]\], with CDR = 0.5 (questionable dementia or mild cognitive impairment) or 1 (mild dementia) recruited for the cognitively impaired group and CDR = 0 for healthy research participants. Patients were excluded if, over the previous year, they had other conditions that might impact their driving abilities such as reversible causes of dementia, physical or ophthalmologic disorders, intellectual disability, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, or alcohol/substance abuse. So, the patients included in this study were mildly impaired and likely to have early Alzheimer's disease. Participants were instructed on procedures, risks, and benefits prior to the study and written consent forms were obtained from them. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Rhode Island Hospital.

In each participant's vehicle one GPS device and four cameras connected to a digital video recorder (DVR) were installed which provided road view, driver's face, and both sides of the vehicle. On their first visit, participants were asked to take a road test with a professional driving instructor. The recording devices were installed in participants' vehicles and were recorded for around two weeks. Drivers were instructed to drive in their usual driving routes and routines.

After completion of the recording period, recorded videos were then reduced to sections of interest using the automated driving reduction system \[[@ref013]\]. The data reduction was conducted using video, speed, and GPS data for the four types of events: 1) Turning events: situations where drivers make a turn, criterion for extraction is change in nonadjacent segments were between 40° and 150° was detected; 2) Intersections events: when participants are approaching/at an intersection, this data is extracted using the GPS recordings of drivers as well as the GIS information of the driving locations; 3) Rapid stop events: sections of the drive that had a speed drop of 6 mph or more within 3 seconds, a liberal criterion was used for this event to reduce the possibility of missing important events; 4) Lane change events: when drivers made a lane or passing change maneuver, this data was extracted using matched filter, the lane markers were determined and the lane change was extracted using the videos. GPS devices sometimes fail to record the data. Because our data reduction relied on GPS data, only participants who had sufficient GPS data were included in this paper. This data reduction and review processing was able to identify driving behaviors which prior studies have shown to be associated with cognitive status \[[@ref013]\].

The extracted data were then reviewed and scored for risky behaviors using the Mockingbird Scoring system. The Mockingbird Scoring System was developed to characterize and monitor driving of ambulance drivers, using naturalistic driving \[[@ref030]\] and has since been used in naturalistic driving studies to examine cognitively impaired drivers. Four reviewers rated the patient videos, and a fifth reviewer, who was trained to be consistent with the other four reviewers based on a subset of patient videos, rated the control participants' videos. The fifth evaluator was trained by iteratively rating a subset of the patient videos until his ratings reached consensus with the four evaluators. After the training, to examine the inter-rater reliability, three participants from the patient group who were already reviewed by the four reviewers, were reviewed by the fifth reviewer. The measure of agreement Kappa of reviewing between the new reviewer and the main reviewing team was 0.84. The evaluators were not masked to the subject group. Thus, there may be a risk of bias. However, the potential bias was minimized by two means: 1) all evaluators strictly followed the structured Mockingbird assessment protocol, which includes clear definition of near collision; and 2) the patient videos were rated first by the four evaluators together, and the fifth evaluator rated the control participants only. Thus, the evaluators were masked to the rating for the group they did not rate.

In line with participants' reports, no collisions were observed during the review of the recordings; however, a number of near collision events were found. Near collision events, according to the Mockingbird Scoring method \[[@ref013]\], were defined as "drivers failed to assess and/or react appropriately to a developing hazard and a collision was narrowly avoided either through late but effective input from the driver or by happenstance." For instance, cognitively impaired participants had difficulty with fundamentals of driving, particularly lane maintenance and looking far enough ahead to anticipate traffic situations and maneuvers, such as turns, which could lead to collisions \[[@ref013]\]. In this study, only the near collision events were used to examine driving safety performance.

Building on Heinrich's accident triangle theory \[[@ref031]\], the near collision rate is roughly proportional to collision rate. According to the 100-car study \[[@ref016]\], the overall ratio of near collisions to collisions was about 11 to 1; therefore, this value was used to predict at what time point a collision could occur according to the near collision frequency of a driver. For instance, if the near collision frequency for one driver is once per 10 hours of driving, it can be estimated that by the time of cumulative 110 hours of driving, the driver is likely to have a "predicted" collision. While the 100-car study \[[@ref016]\] showed that the ratio of near collisions and collision is about 11, this number is used as an evidence-based extrapolation scale in this paper rather than an absolute predictor of collisions.

Using the data of time to the first "predicted" collision (or estimated survival time free of collision), survival analyses, Kaplan--Meier and Cox regression, were conducted to compare the cognitively impaired drivers against normal controls and to examine possible predictors of *Time to Predicted Collision*. Also, the collision hazard ratios between both groups and the correlation between near collision rate and cognitive measures were examined. SPSS version 23 was used for the analysis of the results.

According to AAA survey, on average, American drivers of all age groups, as well as the 65 to 74 years old, similar to this study's age group, drive around 140 hours every six months \[[@ref032]\]. For the analyses, the observation time window was set to 140 hours of driving exposure. In other words, two-weeks of driving data were used to predict the safety outcome of driving for approximately half year.

In addition to MMSE, two other cognitive measures were used in the analyses of this study, Trail Making Test part A (Trails A) and B (Trails B) \[[@ref033]\]. Trail Making part A is a test of visual search and psychomotor speed in which participants are asked to connect a series of encircled numbers in order. In Part B, participants connect a series of encircled numbers and letters in order, alternating between number and letter. Part B is considered an executive functioning task, as it requires more complex attention and set shifting. Performance is measured in time to complete the test (maximum time set at 180 s for A and 300 s for B). Time to completion served as the dependent variable in analyses. Finally, the correlation was conducted between cognitive measures (MMSE, Trails A, Trails B) and near collision rate.

RESULTS {#sec0015}
=======

Analysis of the reduced data (detected events) revealed that, 13 out of the 44 cognitively impaired participants had near collision events, and 3 out of the 19 control group participants had near collision events. Cognitively impaired participants had a mean (SD) of 7.8(5.4) hours of driving, and control group participants had a mean (SD) of 8.9(6.2) hours of driving for two weeks of recording their driving.

Participants' predicted collision for 140-hour driving exposure was calculated, using the number of near collision events and their actual driving exposure. Among cognitively impaired participants, 12 had predicted collisions and among control group participants 1 driver had predicted collisions. Log Rank Kaplan Meier analysis showed a trend for the control group drivers to have longer survival time (Mean = 136.3 hours, SD = 34.8, CI = 129.2, 143.4) than cognitively impaired drivers (Mean = 122.1 hours, SD = 16.1, CI = 111.9, 132.2), as [Fig. 1](#adr-4-adr190159-g001){ref-type="fig"} shows (*p* = 0.056 and Chi-Squared = 3.646). The hazard ratio between cognitively impaired and control groups was 5.78 (*p* = 0.092). Backward stepwise Cox regression analysis was conducted for time to predicted collision, with MMSE, age, gender, and years of driving experience included as co-variances. The only significant predictor was MMSE (*p* \< 0.025).

![Survival probability of predicted collision for 140 hours of driving exposure.](adr-4-adr190159-g001){#adr-4-adr190159-g001}

The correlations between near collision rate and MMSE, Trails A, and Trails B, were conducted using Spearman's correlation. It was found that near-collision rate was significantly correlated with MMSE (*r* = --0.258, *p* = 0.041), Trails A (*r* = 0.283, *p* = 0.025), and Trails B (*r* = 0.264, *p* = 0.036).

MMSE, Trails A and B between participants with and without predicted collision were compared on two types of participant samples; first, among all participants and, second, among only cognitively impaired participants ([Fig. 2](#adr-4-adr190159-g002){ref-type="fig"}). None of the cognitive measures were significantly different between participants with and without predicted collision, if only the cognitively impaired participants are considered MMSE (*p* = 0.186), Trail A (*p* = 0.211), and Trail B (*p* = 0.354), although the trends were in the same direction. However, all three cognitive measures showed significant difference, if normal control participants were also included MMSE (*p* = 0.012), Trail A (*p* = 0.009), and Trail B (*p* = 0.017).

![Comparing cognitive measures medians using Man Whitney U analysis between participants with and without predicted collision. In each figure, the left two columns show comparison among all participants and the right two columns show the comparison among cognitively impaired drivers. All three measures showed significant difference when comparing all participants while none of them showed significant difference when comparing only cognitively impaired participants. \*indicates significant difference. The values of columns are MMSE: All participants (with collision 25, without collision 28), cognitively impaired participants (with collision 24.5, without collision 26). Trail A: all participants (with collision 68.5, without collision 49.4), cognitively impaired participants (with collision 69.6, without collision 55.5). Trail B: all participants: (with collision 250, without collision 135.6), cognitively impaired participants (with collision 251.9, without collision 185.5.)](adr-4-adr190159-g002){#adr-4-adr190159-g002}

DISCUSSION {#sec0020}
==========

This study examined the driving safety performance of cognitively impaired drivers based on near collision events captured by naturalistic driving recording and analysis systems. Drivers' potential hazardous events were first extracted and then reviewed for near collision events. Combining our findings from Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of estimated survival time free of predicted collision (*p* = 0.056) and significant correlation between clinical cognitive measures and near-collision rate (*p* \< 0.041), it is suggested that cognitively impaired participants might trend towards a higher probability of collisions than the control group. Despite a p value slightly above statistical significance, a hazard ratio of 5.78 (*p* = 0.092) can be concerning. It should be noted that patients who had at-fault collisions within the past one year were excluded at the time of enrollment for sake of subject protection, and this might have contributed to the fact that some of the analyses did not show significance. Nevertheless, the finding is qualitatively consistent with previous studies showing poorer driving performance in cognitively impaired participants under more artificial driving conditions \[[@ref012]\]. For instance, Frittelli et al. \[[@ref034]\] found in a simulator study that cognitively impaired drivers had worse performance than healthy drivers. In another study, Duchek et al. \[[@ref012]\] found that cognitively impaired drivers failed their road test due to unsafe rating sooner than their control group counterparts.

As [Fig. 2](#adr-4-adr190159-g002){ref-type="fig"} shows, this study found significant differences in cognitive measures between survivors (no predicted collision) and non-survivors (with at least one predicted collision) when both cognitively impaired and control group participants were included in the analysis, but not when looking at patients only. Cox regression analysis of predicted collision also found MMSE significant when both groups are included. It suggests that cognitive performance may have a role in driving safety, but because of the great variability in individuals as well as driving conditions the significance could not found when sample was reduced to patients only and the range of cognitive was narrow. Taken together, the findings on cognitive measures further suggest a potentially higher risk among cognitively impaired drivers compared to normal control.

In this study, the majority of the patients, 31 out 44, with mild cognitive impairment did not have any predicted collisions when considering 140 hours of driving exposure, which may indicate that not all cognitively impaired individuals are unsafe to drive. The question remains as to how we can predict with a high accuracy the risk of motor vehicle crash for a given patient. A single cognitive measure such as MMSE, Trail A, or B seems to be inadequate predictors of driving risk. Near collision rate in naturalistic driving might serve as one of the references to validate the new evaluation matrices that still need to be developed.

A significant strength of this study is the focus on critical near collision events accurately controlled for driving exposure. Presumably, this method could be more predictive of actual collisions than other driving performance investigations based on maneuver controlling or traffic violation, etc. Using predicted collision by hours of driving exposure may provide a measure to estimate potential risk in the context of a driver's usual driving routine (i.e., time on the road).

Naturalistic driving examines drivers' daily natural behaviors, rather than forcing them to drive in predefined sets of scenarios or locations, which allows considering drivers' choice in the evaluation of their performance beyond test environment. Drivers might be aware of their limitations and avoid specific situations, by for example keeping a larger gap with surrounding vehicles or avoiding risky situations. A recent study \[[@ref036]\] examined the naturalistic driving behaviors and habits of drivers with preclinical Alzheimer's disease over 2.5 years, and found that they travelled less, travelled to fewer destinations, and depended more on other people to drive them, as compared to control group drivers. Drivers' daily natural choices may also contribute to the difference in research study findings between standard road tests and evaluation based on naturalistic driving data.

There are some limitations in this study that is suggested to be considered in future studies on safe driving of cognitively impaired drivers. The control group participants were not balanced in terms of gender due to recruitment challenges which should be considered in future studies. The analysis of this study shows some clear trends; however, some of the results are slightly above statistical significance. It is suggested to have a larger sample size with longer recording duration for future studies in order to have stronger results. Also, considering the limitations of MMSE \[[@ref037]\] and lack of clear driving safety threshold for a single cognitive measure \[[@ref038]\], future studies with larger sample should also include other cognitive tests in order to create stronger and more comprehensive sets of measures for examining safe driving of cognitively impaired individuals.
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